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cnva unconsciousness of it, which we call her innocence^
and her friends called her simplicity. Her solutions of the
problems presented to her seemed, and indeed mostly were,
the plainest commoasense, and their revelation to her by
faer Voices was to her a simple matter of fact. How could
commonsense and simple fact seem to her to be that
hideous thing, heresy? When rival prophetesses came into
the field, she was down on them at once for liars and hum-
bugs ; but she never thought of them as heretics. She was
in a state of invincible ignorance as to the Church's view;
and the Church could not tolerate her pretensions without
either waiving its authority or giving her a place beside the
Trinity during her lifetime and in her teens, which was
unthinkable. Thus an irresistible force met an immovable
obstacle, and developed the heat that consumed poor Joan,
Mark and Andrew would have shared her innocence
and her fate had they been dealt with by the Inquisition:
that is why their accounts of the trial are as absurd as hers
might have been could she have written one, AH that can
be said for their assumption that Cauchon was a vulgar
villain, and that the questions put to Joan were traps, is
that it has the support of the inquiry which rehabilitated
her tweatynve years later. But this rehabilitation was as
corrupt as the contrary proceeding applied to Cromwell
by our Restoration reactionaries. Cauchon had been dug
up* and his body thrown into the common sewer. Nothing
was easier than to accuse him of cozenage, and declare the
whole trial void on that account. That was what everybody
wanted^ from Charles the Victorious, whose credit was
bound up with The Maid's, to the patriotic Nationalist
populace* who idolized Joan's memory. The English were
gone; and a verdict in their favor would have been an out-
rage on the throne and on the patriotism which Joan had
set on foot

